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Time of day [HH:mm]
Average October 2011/12/13 to March 2012/13/14




View machines working at 
www.spagnolo.com.au
or contact:
Ph (03) 5021 1933  Email sales@spagnolo.com.au
Mildura, Victoria Australia
Also 
manufacturers of  
• S G Spur Pruners
• Single Side Pruners  
• Vine Cane Sweepers  
• Hydraulic Power Packs 
• Double Acting Cutter Bars
AUSTRALIAN MADE PRUNERS
SG Pruner
•  SG Pruner patent no. 
AUS 780431 U.S.A 6,523,337
Vineyard & Orchard Sweepers
• Single and double sided
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WHERE  CUT T ING  EDGE  MEETS  SUSTA INAB I L I T Y   •   SAVE  PRODUCT ION  C OSTS  BY  MULT I -TASK ING
• Purpose designed MultiTool Frame with hydraulic side-shift.
• 3 Frame Sizes: FLEX1, FLEX2-S and FLEX2-L from 1.35m to 4m
• Convertible for front and/or rear mounting.
• German patented RH-S Roller Hoe available in various sized 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 and 6.
• FH-70 Finger Weeder available in 2 diRerent strength.
• Can be equipped with TWISTER bio-brush weeders, cane rakes and HDT mower heads.
• Various available hydraulic implement adjustment options.
• RH-S and FH-70 do not require motors or Yne-sensor technology.
MEET THE NEW FISCHER FLEX1 & FLEX2      
Sometimes, faster is better @ 8km/h, recommended operating speed for RH3-s + FH-70
Watch it on
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“Row orientation is crucial in 
determining canopy microclimate 
and it affects grapevine behaviour 
at levels of leaf function, bud 
fertility, yield, berry development, 
berry temperature, berry 
composition, shoot lignification and 
whole plant health…”
WVJ
